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Unprecedented magnetoresistance in Cd-substituted Tl 2Mn2O7 pyrochlores
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Moderate pressure techniques (P520 kbar) have been used to prepare Tl22xCdxMn2O7 (0<x
<0.4) pyrochlore-like materials. Thex50.2 compound has been characterized by neutron powder
diffraction, magnetic, magnetotransport, and Hall measurements. This material is ferromagnetic
belowTC5110 K. Both electrical resistance and magnetoresistance~MR! are enhanced with respect
to stoichiometric Tl2Mn2O7, due to the drastic reduction in the number of carriers~electrons!
induced by hole doping. MR~0.5 T! is higher than 106% at 120 K, and MR~9 T! is 30% at room
temperature. We show that hole doped derivatives of Tl2Mn2O7 are promising candidates in which
to search for large bulk magnetoresistance. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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Half metallic ferromagnets have attracted much attent
as a source of magnetoresistive materials, the electrical
ductivity of which changes upon application of an extern
magnetic field.1 Widespread interest in the scientific comm
nity was sparked when large values of magnetoresista
~MR! were described at first for hole-doped manganese
ovskites, R12xAxMnO3 ~R5rare-earths; A5alkali-earths!,2,3

and then for other ferromagnets such as the double per
kites A2FeMoO6,

4 or the pyrochlore Tl2Mn2O7.
5–7 Among

them, Tl-containing pyrochlores have been less studied s
they can only be prepared under high pressures. In con
with manganese perovskites, in Tl2Mn2O7 there is no
Mn31 – Mn41 mixed valence or Jahn–Teller distortions
the MnO6 octahedra;7 the ferromagnetism (TC5120 K)8 is a
consequence of superexchange8,9 interactions between Mn41

magnetic moments and the metallic conductivity results fr
the partial filling of the Tl 6s block bands, through the over
lapping between Mnt2g- , O 2p-, and Tl 6s bands.10,11

Majumdar and Littlewood12 showed that MR in a wide
variety of ferromagnetic~FM! semimetals scales with th
number of charge carriers, asDr/r0'n22/3(M /Ms)

2, where
n is the carriers density per magnetic unit cell, andM andMs

stand for the magnetization and saturation magnetization
spectively. This is a result of the scattering of a low-dens
electron gas by spin fluctuations concomitant with the F
long range ordering or local spin bags of the magnetic c
ions. According to this model, the MR can be tuned by pro
erly modifying the carrier density of a given material. E
hanced MR properties should be found in ferromagne
insulators suitably converted into semimetals by chem
doping, thus injecting a conveniently small number of ca
ers.

Recently, some efforts have been devoted to tuning
optimizing the MR properties of Tl2Mn2O7 related pyro-
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chlores by substitution in both Tl and Mn sublattices.
atoms have been replaced by In,13 Sc,14 and Bi,15 leading to
different modifications of the physical properties. Perha
the most dramatic changes have been described for
Tl22xBixMn2O7 (0<x<0.5) pyrochlore series,15 in which
magnetoresistance increases up to 105% with Bi substitution.
The Mn atoms have also been partially replaced by Ru16,17

and Sb.18 In particular, moderate Sb substitution leads to
significant increment ofTC , up to 200 K forx50.2,18 how-
ever the MR factors are lower than for the pure compoun

In this letter we describe the preparation of a novel
ries, obtained by substituting Cd for Tl in (Tl22xCdx)Mn2O7

in a relatively wide compositional range, 0<x<0.4. We re-
port the results of an in-depth study of thex50.2 compound,
including structural neutron powder diffraction~NPD! data.
Materials with nominalx50, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 were prepare
under high pressure conditions, from stoichiometric mixtu
of Tl2O3, CdO, and MnO2, heated at 1000 °C for 1 h at 20
kbar. The reaction products were characterized by x-ray
fraction with Cu Ka radiation. Single-phase cubic pyro
chlores were identified, as illustrated in Fig. 1, for thex

il:
FIG. 1. XRD pattern for Tl1.8Cd0.2Mn2O7, cubic witha59.9075(1) Å. The
inset shows the unit cell parameters variation for the series Tl22xCdxMn2O7

(x50,0.1,0.2,0.4).
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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50.2 compound. The inset of Fig. 1 shows that the latt
parameter monotonically increases withx, from a
59.9004(1) Å for Tl2Mn2O7, to a59.9094(1) Å for
Tl1.6Cd0.4Mn2O7. This variation is consistent with the large
ionic radius19 for Cd21 ~1.10 Å! compared with that for Tl31

~0.98 Å!, in eightfold coordination. Cd21 cations are well
known to occupy A positions in many pyrochlore-lik
compounds.20 From the chemical point of view, the presen
of x Cd21 cations in the Tl31 sublattice of Tl22xCdxMn2O7

implies either the oxidation ofx Mn41 to Mn51 cations or
the presence ofx/2 oxygen vacancies per formula unit.
NPD study was useful to decide between both possibili
and investigate the structural details of the Cd-substitu
samples. A room temperature high resolution NPD patter
Tl1.8Cd0.2Mn2O7 was collected at the D2B diffractometer o
the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, with a wavelengthl
51.594 Å. The sample, weighing 0.8 g, was packed in
double-walled vanadium holder, to minimize the Cd abso
tion.

The refinement of the NPD pattern for thex50.2 mate-
rial was performed by the Rietveld method in a conventio
pyrochlore structural model, space groupFd-3m, a
59.9075(1) Å,Z58, considering Tl and Cd atoms distrib
uted at random at 16c ~0,0,0! positions, Mn at 16d ~1/2,
1/2,1/2! sites, O at 48f (u,1/8,1/8),u50.4258(1), and O8 at
8a (1/8,1/8,1/8) positions, reaching the agreement fac
Rp52.10%, Rwp52.68%, x252.35, andRI57.01%. The
final crystallographic composition is@Tl1.73~2!Cd0.27(2)#c

sites@Mn2#d sitesO7.01(1). There is no measurable deficiency
O8 positions. We conclude that the incorporation of Cd21 to
the A positions probably involves the occurrence of so
mixed Mn41–Mn51 valence at theB sublattice. The Mn–O
distance observed for Tl1.8Cd0.2Mn2O7, of 1.8983~8! Å, is
significantly shorter than that observed for the nonsubstitu
pyrochlore of 1.9034~4! Å, in spite of the expansion ob
served in the unit-cell volume. This is due to the significa
change of theu parameter~u50.4247(1) in the undoped
compound!, and it is consistent with the incorporation o
smaller Mn51 cations in the Mn41 sublattice.

The dc magnetic susceptibility versus temperature d
for Tl1.8Cd0.2Mn2O7 ~Fig. 2!, measured with a commercia
superconducting quantum interference device magnetom

FIG. 2. dc susceptibility as a function of temperature for Tl1.8Cd0.2Mn2O7.
The inset shows the magnetization vs magnetic field at 5 K.
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exhibit the low temperature saturation characteristic o
spontaneous ferromagnetic ordering, withTC5110 K. The
magnetization versus magnetic field data at 5 K represe
in the inset show that a complete saturation of the magn
moments,M55.7mB/formula, is reached. The inverse su
ceptibility 1/x follows a Curie–Weiss behavior only for tem
peraturesT.300 K, well aboveTC , suggesting the presenc
of a polaronic medium. A paramagnetic moment~p! of
5.42mB per formula unit~expected is 5.47mB for spin-only
Mn41! is observed from the Curie–Weiss fit.

The transport and magnetotransport properties
Tl1.8Cd0.2Mn2O7 are shown in Fig. 3. There is a dramat
change in the overall behavior of the resistivity curve w
respect to thex50 compound.7 An abrupt increase in the
r(H50) is observed as the temperature decreases, reac
a maximum atT5153 K. This is consistent with the smalle
number of charge carriers found for this compound fro
Hall measurements: given in electrons per unit cell,n
50.005 forx50,11 andn50.0002 forx50.2. However, the
most dramatic feature is the magnetoresistive behavior:
resistance under a magnetic field of 9 T decreases by 6 or
ders of magnitude at 120 K. The magnetoresistance, defi
as MR(H)5100x~R~0!2R~H!!/R~H!], reaches values highe
than 23106% at 120 K, as shown in the inset and in Fi
3~b!. Note that at 120 K MR is saturated for fields high
than 1 T; at low fields such asH50.5 T the MR is still
higher than 106%. This is greatly superior to the resul
found for Tl1.8Sc0.2Mn2O7, showing a MR ~6 T! of 5.8
3103% at T5125 K,14 and for Tl1.8Bi0.2Mn2O7, yielding
MR~9 T!5104% at 110 K and 105% at 10 K.15 This is re-
lated to the considerable contribution of the spin fluctuat
scattering tor nearTC , which are suppressed when the e
ternal field is applied. The room-temperature behavior is a
remarkable for Tl1.8Cd0.2Mn2O7: the inset of Fig. 3~a! shows
a MR~9 T! value of 30% at 300 K. The present results de
onstrate that Cd substitution may enhance MR up to lev
which make it possible to propose pyrochlore-like materi
as candidates for technical applications.

The observed increase in MR is concomitant with a d

FIG. 3. ~a! Resistivity vs temperature plots atH50 and 9 T, for
Tl1.8Cd0.2Mn2O7 ; the inset shows the temperature variation of MR~9 T!. ~b!
MR vs field isotherms. MR(H)5100x~R~0!2~H!!/R~H!].
IP license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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crease in the number of charge carriers fromx50 to x
50.2 compounds, according to the model by Majumdar a
Littlewood.12 One would be tempted to attribute the increa
in resistance at zero field to the disorder induced in the Tl
bands through Cd21 substitution. Probably, this effect is onl
partially responsible for this phenomenon: other substituti
in the Tl sublattice previously reported~In31,13 Sc31,14 and
Bi31)15 lead to smaller increments in MR, for the same p
centages of replacement~10%! and disorder. The key facto
for the dramatic decrease in the number of charge carrie
the introduction of a divalent element into the Tl31 sublat-
tice. As demonstrated from electronic band structure ca
lation for undoped Tl2Mn2O7,

10,11 one of the down-spin
bands, which is strongly hybridized among Tl(6s), O(2p),
and Mn(3d), crosses the Fermi energy and overlaps with
up-spin valence band. The number of electrons in the Fe
surface is about 0.005 per unit cell. The replacement of T31

for Cd21 introduces holes in the structure, probably localiz
at Mn positions: the observed shortening of the Mn–O d
tances suggests an increase in the oxidation state of
These holes are not mobile, since they are located at
Mn–O sublattice, and do not contribute to the electro
transport. But, at the same time, the presence of Cd21 hin-
ders the electronic transfer from~Tl, Cd! sublattice to the
mentioned down-spin bands, substantially decreasing
number of electrons at the Fermi surface. In other words,
effect of Cd doping is the impoverishment in electrons of
~Tl, Cd! sublattice, thus impairing the electron filling of th
Tl–Mn–O bands.

We have shown that moderate pressure synthesis t
niques can be used to prepare a Cd-substituted series o
rochlores based on Tl2Mn2O7, in which MR is hugely en-
hanced. We propose an effective way of increas
resistance and MR in thallium pyrochlores by doping t
Tl31 sublattice with divalent cations, which substantially d
creases the number of mobile carriers~electrons! by hinder-
Downloaded 10 Feb 2010 to 161.111.180.191. Redistribution subject to A
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ing the electronic transfer towards the down-spin Tl–Mn–
bands responsible for the electronic transport.
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